Autonomous driving is one of the most innovative applications nowadays. However, autonomous driving is still suffering from heavy calculation, high energy consumption and strict real-time execution constraints. Different from cloud computing, edge computing deploys calculation, storage and service on the edge of network. It is a better platform to serve efficiency and privacy oriented autonomous driving service offloading. To this end, we proposed a container-based edge offloading framework for autonomous driving. This framework builds an Offloading Decision Module, an Offloading Scheduler Module and an Edge Offloading Middleware on top of the lightweight virtualization. It provides the abstraction and management of the execution environment in the granularity of containers on edge. Therefore, it enables the privacy preserve and resource isolation for autonomous driving execution constraints. Its utility preferable offloading schedule strategy formalized the multi-application multi-edge nodes mapping problem into a multiple multidimensional knapsack problem (MMKP) and gave a utility oriented greedy algorithm (GA) for real-time solving. The experimental results show that the proposed framework has high feasibility and isolation meanwhile can guarantee millisecond-level autonomous driving offloading on edge.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a new way of transportation, autonomous driving technology develops rapidly. Based on the huge volume of sensor data, continuous operations of sensing, perception and decision making all demand a large amount of calculation. Such intensive computing brings serious energy consumption and heat dissipation problem and leads to short battery life. Meanwhile, most of the autonomous driving applications are delay sensitive, which require results returned in a very short time. Therefore, Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) are urgent for some solutions for both energy and execution efficiency. In traditional vehicle-cloud network, the tremendous network delay makes it difficult for autonomous tasks to be completed in time. As an extension of cloud, Edge Computing extends computing, storage and sharing capabilities from cloud to The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Junjie Wu . network edges. Such a more compact end-to-end access mode is very suitable for deploying computing migration for those autonomous driving services with high update frequency, low service delay and wide service coverage. Edge computing now turns to be the hope of low-latency while energy-efficient autonomous driving service [1] .
Edge computing can provide service offloading and data provision for autonomous vehicles. Through effective service scheduling, it can reduce the computation cost of autonomous vehicles and improve the user experience in driving. But we must recognize that it is necessary to deal with the offloading requests in terms of performance independence, privacy independence and experience independence when multiple offloading services bursts simultaneously. At the same time, it must meet the requirements that these independences will not hurt the effectiveness of computing offloading. Therefore, it needs a more lightweight solutions rather than the current virtual machine (VM)-based virtualization VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ technology for service offloading. Furthermore, as another challenge, the orchestration of lightweight virtualized runtimes is needed. To this end, in this paper, we study the demand of autonomous driving driven edge computing and propose a container-based offloading framework on edge. Here, we apply containers, which are a lightweight virtualization concept, i.e., less resource and time consuming and look like a better solution for more interoperable application scheduling in edge computing. The proposed container-based framework aims at providing privacy and safety precaution meanwhile takes application finish time as a constraint condition. The main contributions of this article are as follows:
• We analyzed the execution pipeline of autonomous driving and checked its features for computation offloading architectures. With the observation, we proposed a container-based offloading framework for autonomous driving on edge. It includes a offloading decision module, a offloading scheduler module and a offloading middleware to manage the offloading pipeline and resource allocation for all containers in their entire life cycle. The use of such framework can construct a dynamic isolated operating environment for utility maximized but secured autonomous driving application offloading on edge.
• We model the problem of offloading multiple applications into edge nodes as a Multiple Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MMKP) and gave a resourceconstrained offloading utility preferable strategy. It was implemented into a greedy algorithm for MMKP to meet the strict requirement of response delay for autonomous driving applications.
• We evaluate the performance of proposed framework.
The simulation results demonstrate that: the container is really a lightweight and secured offloading carrier on edge for autonomous driving. And the containerbased framework is with less overhead and can realize autonomous driving computing offloading at millisecond level.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the scene of application offloading from AVs to MEC (Mobile Edge Computing) nodes is presented. In Section III we stated the container-based offloading framework. In Section IV and V, we review the fundamental reason of choosing Docker for offloading and give the architecture of containerbased offloading. In section VI, we describe the multiple edge node offloading scheduling. In Sections VII, we share the detailed experimental methodologies and results to demonstrate the effectiveness of container-based offloading. Finally, we summarize the related work and concluded in Section VIII.
II. VISION OF APPLICATION OFFLOADING FOR AUTONOMOUS DRIVING
The working process of AVs is mainly composed of three stages: Sensing, Perception and Decision.
(1). In the Sensing stage, AVs collect data through GPS, IMU, camera and other vehicular sensors, and perform sensor data pre-processing and sensor fusion.
(2). In the Perception stage, three parts of work need to be accomplished: localization, object recognition and object tracking. AVs complete meter-level localization by integrating GPS and IMU data, and further complete centimeter-level localization by comparing laser point cloud, camera frame data and high precision map (HD Map). In object recognition and tracking, deep learning is used to quickly acquire the semantics and moving direction of objects in the perceptual range.
(3). In the Decision stage, AVs combine prediction, path planning and obstacle avoidance to determine the next action. Prediction mainly uses a stochastic model to predict the correlation probability of other vehicles' accessible location set. In this process, AVs detect obstacles and predict obstacles' behavior to plan trajectory and complete control operations like acceleration, deceleration and orientation.
According to the completion time limit, [2] further divides autonomous driving applications into three categories: Real-time application, interactive application and auxiliary application. For real-time applications, there has a strict limitation on completion time. Taking SLAM [3] as an example, in low-speed AVs position updates are usually carried out every 5 ms. Serious accidents may occur if SLAM fails to return results within 5 ms. For interactive applications, its time tolerance is relatively loose. For example, the tolerable delay time of speech recognition and feature recognition in low-speed AVs is 100 ms. If its offloading can be completed in a relatively short time less than 100ms, the interactive application can be offloaded to edge nodes. For auxiliary applications, it generally does not have realtime response requirements and system diagnostics for error prediction is one case of them. However, such applications are usually computationally expensive and greatly threaten battery life. For the purpose of energy saving and battery life prolonging, it is better to offload this kind of applications to edge nodes.
With the development of 5G technology, the data transmission rate between edge nodes and AVs will be much higher. Lower network latency gives more tolerance to the completion of offloaded applications. More and more autonomous driving applications can achieve both execution and energy efficiency through vehicle-edge collaborative computing. When multiple applications from multiple autonomous driving vehicles are offloaded in the same edge node, security and privacy must be carefully considered. If the offloaded application is disturbed by other applications or hackers on the edge node, the wrong results may affect vehicle decisionmaking and cause serious accidents. In order to ensure the safety of AVs, on the one hand, it is necessary to isolate the operating environment of offloaded applications and improve its ability to suppress malicious acts. On the other hand, data isolation should be guaranteed to prevent a large amount of users' privacy information from being illegally acquired. Thus, we can get an envision in Figure 1 that multiple edge nodes are located on the RAN (Radio Access Network) side and there are a lot of applications from nearby AVs that can be offloaded to them. An edge node can serve multiple vehicles at one time and a vehicle can offload multiple applications to different edge nodes. Such application offloading can effectively alleviate the energy consumption and heat dissipation problems of AVs. To this end, on one hand, the resource utilization efficiency of multiple edge nodes should be maximized to meet the requirements of low latency and high security of autonomous driving. On the other hand, during offloading, multiple offloaded applications should be operating environment isolated and service data isolated to meet the high security and privacy requirements of autonomous driving.
III. CONTAINER BASED EDGE OFFLOADING FRAMEWORK
Edge computing is pushing computing applications, data, and services away from centralized cloud data center architectures to the edges of the underlying network. It is very suitable to deploy computation and data provision related services close to users so as to improve the user experience in dedicated scenarios.
The challenge of computing offloading for autonomous driving in Edge is to meet its requirements in security, privacy and efficiency at the same time. Virtualization is an answer to the need for scheduling offloading services as manageable but independent units. The evolution of virtualization has improved multi-tenancy capabilities and resulted container techniques leads to more lightweight solutions. To this end, we proposed a container-based edge offloading framework for autonomous driving. Through container-based light-weight virtualization in edge nodes, the application running environment can be isolated to provide safer offloading service for AVs. An offloading scheduling strategy for multiple edge nodes under resource constraints is proposed to meet the strict requirement of response delay for autonomous driving applications.
As shown in Figure 2 , there are three agents in the proposed framework: AVs, Edge Servers and a Node Coordinator.
Offloading Decision Module locates in AVs, which are used to decide whether to offload services or not. Autonomous driving applications can be divided into three types: real-time applications, interactive applications and auxiliary applications. Offloading decision is made based on the application type and other concerns like data transmission, calculation load, network speed, etc. Detail of the offloading decision algorithm is not discussed in this paper. The existing decision theory [4] - [6] is mature enough that it can be directly applied in the decision of offloadable autonomous driving applications. We just need to guarantee that the offloading decision module will follow three conditions below to do the computing offloading:
(1). The residual computing power of edge servers can support the offloaded application return the results within the limited time.
(2). The energy consumption for computing offloading is less than that for vehicular execution.
(3). The remaining memory capacity of edge servers can meet the memory requirement of the offloaded application.
Node Coordinator manages multiple edge servers within a valid scope. It monitors the status of multiple edge servers through a service management module, updates the health status and residual resources of edge servers in real-time, schedules multiple target offload edge nodes under resource constraints. Through the offloading scheduler module by using the utility maximized scheduling strategy, the optimal offloading targets are selected out and the connections between Edge servers and AVs are established.
Offloading Service Middleware is deployed in edge servers, which can quickly respond to service offloading dispatch. The middleware uses containers to isolate the running environment, application data and hardware resources to realize the security of offloaded applications. The middleware also can flexibly change containers' resources provision according to the requirements of offloaded applications to ensure the execution efficiency.
In order to speed up response time and lower transmission cost, it is preferable to offload applications to the nearest edge server. AVs first obtain the status of such the nearest edge server to check whether its offloading requirements can be satisfied. If so, the nearest edge server is directly selected as an offloading target. There is no need to initiate a request to Node Coordinator to schedule multiple candidate edge nodes. If not, the AVs send an offloading schedule request to Node Coordinator and wait to be dispatched to another appropriate edge server. The selected edge server uses a Docker container to visualize the environment for each offloaded application and returns the result to AVs after offloading completes. So, it can realize the isolation between applications.
IV. USING DOCKER FOR OFFLOADING
Existing computing offloading frameworks can be divided into two categories. One kind framework provides finegrained computing offloading services based on remote code execution, which can achieve method-level offloading, such as MAUI, a system based on.NET execution environment [7] . Another kind of offloading framework builds VM (Virtual Machine) on the server-side. Each VM has its own virtualized hardware and OS. It is applicable for most programming languages and execution environments and can support application-level coarse-grained offloading. The cloudlet system [8] on edge is its typical implementation.
In order to meet both the safety and response time requirements of autonomous driving applications at the same time, the container-based solution turns to be the optimal choice for offloading. As shown in Figure 3 ., Containers are much lighterweight than VMs. Container images can be built simply by packaging application code, task dependencies, and environment profiles in an image copy. The startup of a container is also faster than VM. Recent Linux distributions-part of the Linux container project LXC-provide kernel mechanisms named namespaces and cgroups to isolate processes on a shared operating system [10] :
Namespace isolation enables the isolations of groups of processes. This ensures that they cannot sense the resources in other groups. Different isolating kernel and version identifiers own their dedicated namespaces for process isolation, network interfaces, access to inter-process communication, mount-points.
cgroups(control groups) use limit enforcement, accounting and isolation manage to limit the resource access for process groups, e.g., limiting the memory available to a specific container. This allows better isolation between isolated applications on a host. This also restricts the containers in multi-tenant host environments. With this observation, in this paper, we use Docker [9] as the container engine for offloading isolation. Docker builds on top of Linux LXC techniques and now is the most popular container solution for illustrating containerization. Therefore, Docker is no doubt the optimal one to build a light-weight offloading service and it can better meet the requirements in autonomous driving offloading scenarios.
V. CONTAINER-BASED EDGE OFFLOADING MIDDLEWARE
As shown in Figure 4 , the container-based Edge Offloading Middleware includes a Message Processing Layer, an Image Manager, a Container Manager and a Resource Manager. These modules are built on top of the Docker Engine, which provides interfaces for the inter-operations between modules. Message Processing Layer takes care of offloading requests receive, signaling interaction, data transmission and so on. Image Manager focuses on management and update of local Docker images. Container Manager is used to create and destroy Docker containers, meanwhile manages the running status of containers. Resource Manager is used to manage the available resources in the server and configure resource limitation parameters for each container. After receiving an offloading request, Message Processing Layer goes through identification and authentication for vehicles requesting offloading by signaling interactions between AVs and target edge nodes. After that, the category of to-beoffloaded applications and their execution data will be sent out from AVs. Image Manager and Container Manager set up corresponding containers by container initialization and image loading. Meanwhile, Resource Manager will allocate some amount of hardware resources to the created containers according to corresponding resource limits. After these operations, the container-based edge node starts to serve computing offloading. The result will be sent back to AVs after execution on edge is completed.
A. IMAGE MANAGER
As shown in Figure 5 , the central cloud maintains a Docker image repository to store audited images written by developers. The layered nature of Docker images allows developers to create new images based on existing ones. When multiple containers are created based on the same image, each container only needs to add a writable container layer on top of the basis image, and multiple containers can share all layers within the image. Thus, newly created containers do not have to copy the contents in the image. this feature reduces the cost of container creation and saves the image storage space on the local edge node.
Image Manager manages local images and periodically pulling images update from the central cloud image repository. Image Manager selects the appropriate image from the local list according to the category of to-be-offloaded application, and then moves to container initialization. Container Manager initializes the container and loads the program and all required dependencies. AVs do not need to upload its executable files and related dependencies, but only needs to provide application category and execution data, thus the amount of data transmission can be greatly cut down. 
B. CONTAINER MANAGER
The main work of the Container Manager is to create and destroy containers, meanwhile manage the status of containers in operation. The Docker Engine already provides corresponding interfaces for these operations. It is known that container creation speed and boot speed is faster than VM and can be as fast as second or even millisecond level. However, in the scenario of computing offloading for autonomous driving, some interactive applications require much shorter response time. The delay effect of container creation is really a concern. In order to meet the real-time offloading requirements of interactive applications, we proposed a Pre-Run container strategy.
As shown in Figure 6 , according to the proposed Pre-Run container strategy, Container Manager Pre-Runs some containers for selected to-be-offloaded applications and maintain them just with a very small amount of computing and memory share. When an offloading request arrives, Container Manager selects a Pre-Run container according to the application category, and calls Resource Manager to adjust its resource allocation to start offloading calculation. Containers implements light-weight isolation therefore there wastes little computing and memory capacity to maintain such dormant containers. Besides, multiple containers built with the same image share all read-only layers that their creation will not take up additional storage space on edge servers. It can be concluded that this Pre-Run strategy can create containers in a quite short time just with a very small cost and it's suitable for time-limited application offloading in autonomous driving scenarios.
C. RESOURCE MANAGER
In autonomous driving scenario, it is very important to isolate environment and resources for offloaded services. Resource Manager based on Docker manages kinds of hardware resources including computing units, memory and disk. If an application in a container requests memory exceptionally or maliciously, it may occupy a large amount of memory, leading to memory exhaustion in the edge server. In the worst case, it may cause OOM (Out of Memory Exception). Resource Manager records the amount of memory remaining in the edge server and then sets up the memory use limits for each container. Based on such settings, when creating containers, deleting and adjusting containers, the amount of remaining memory can be adjusted in time. It can limit the malicious memory consumption into an isolated container environment, that misbehavior in using the memory resource will not impact other offloaded services.
Offloaded applications of AVs need to be completed within a limited time. When multiple applications compete for computing resources, the finish time of applications running in the container turns to be unpredictable. It is possible that applications cannot be completed in a to-be-guaranteed limited time. In order to realize computing resource management by the granularity of container, Resource Manager divides all available computing resources into N total slices and configures quotes for each container. A container's computational resource slice N share is derived from the following formula:
V container is the computing power allocated to the container and V total is the total computing power of edge server that can provide for offloading service, which can be obtained by benchmark profiling. As long as the sum of N share values of all containers is less than N total , the computing power each container is guaranteed will be no less than V container , even when there is server computing resources contention. As shown in Figure 7 , the Resource Manager maintains the computing power slices during the entire process and ensures that each container can have sufficient computing resources to undertake offloaded service.
VI. MULTIPLE EDGE NODE OFFLOADING SCHEDULING
The proposed framework also introduces a Node Coordinator to deal with the offloading schedule in multiple edge node scenario. Node Coordinator deploys an offloading scheduler and a service management module. The service management module manages the service status of multiple edge nodes, including their health status and amount of remaining resources. When an AVs fails to offload to its nearest edge node, it can request Node Coordinator for larger-wide offloading target selection. The offloading scheduler will pick up an appropriate edge node from candidates within coordination scope and service offloading redirects.
The discussion in this chapter is based on the following assumptions:
1) It is assumed that the energy consumption generated by the operations on the on-board computing platform is known, the amount of memory required for the normal operation of the application is known, and the computing resources on the MEC server we are talking about only include the CPU.
2) It is assumed that the amount of data to be transmitted of offloading is known, and the data uploading speed and downloading speed between the vehicle and the MEC server are known. The network transmission between the vehicle and the MEC server is relatively stable, and serious network fluctuation is not considered.
3) It is assumed that the speed of application completion is directly proportional to the computing power provided by the MEC server. The overhead of the MEC server system itself is ignored when switching between multiple cores is ignored. The container is assumed to have been pre-created, so the cost of starting the container is not considered.
4) The calculation unloading mode of unmanned vehicles is coarse-grained unloading, which is divided according to the application, and the application cannot be divided again.
Symbols used in this section and their meanings are stated in Table I .
A. SINGLE APPLICATION SCHEDULING
When the nearest edge node fails to take care of AV offloading requirement due to insufficient resources, it can ask help from Node Coordinator. Node Coordinator will choose another capable edge node by scheduling policy and build the direct connection for avs and the selected edge node.
Node Coordinator uses six-tuple to organize the information necessary for offloading. Such six-tuple is <T limit , W transmit , W compute , P transform , E local , M >. T limit refers to the application completion time limit. W transmit refers to the execution data that needs to be transmitted.W compute refers to the calculation workload in the application. P transform refers to energy consumption in data transmission. E local refers to energy consumption when the application runs in local mode. M refers to the memory requirements of the application. A successful computing offloading need to guarantee the following rules and they are also the criterions for offloadable service selection: 1). The remaining computing resources of the edge node can make sure application results returned within a time limit.
2). The energy consumed in computing offloading is less than that for local execution.
3). The remaining memory of the edge node can meet the execution requirements in terms of memory.
Here, RV refers to the remaining computing resources in the edge server, RM refers to the remaining memory resource in the edge server, B refers to the bandwidth.
The faster data transmission between vehicle and server, the less energy vehicle consumes in computing offloading data in-and-out. Therefore, AVs tend to choose an edge node with the shortest data transmission time to save more energy. When the Node Coordinator receives an offloading request, it filters out q available edge nodes nearby and the set of these selected servers is J . The selected servers must satisfy the requirement that energy consumed in offloading is less than that in local execution and data transmission time is less than the finish time limit of offloaded application. ∀j ∈ J, E offload (j) < E local and T transmit (j) ≤ T limit (5) VOLUME 8, 2020 Here, E offload (j) refers to the offloading energy cost when edge node j targeted. T transmit (j) refers to the time required to transmit data to edge node j. Let U j be the AVs' utility of offloading application to edge node j. U j can be expressed as:
The coordinator needs to select an edge node with the largest U j from set J to provide offloading service. The process is as follows: a). Order set J according to the ascending order of offloading energy consumption and generate a q-length list: . Edge node j is selected for service offloading. d). No edge node was selected. The application will run in local mode.
B. MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS SCHEDULING
In the previous section, the strategy is made for a single application schedule. In several cases, there may exist multiple offloading requests in a very short period of time. For example, more than one offloading request might be sent out from several AVs simultaneously, especially in morning and evening rush hour. In these scenarios, the single application schedule strategy works quite bad since it does not take the resources competition between different applicants into consideration. Therefore, it leans to give preference to a specific application and the efficiency of the other offloading will be severely hurt. In this section, we will discuss how to schedule fairly in terms of utility when multiple applications coexist.
Here, we assume the Node Coordinator receives p offloading requests in a very short time. The set of applications to be offloaded is I and there are q available edge nodes and J available node servers. Due to the different network transmission states between AVs and edge nodes, the energy consumption for AVs offload application into edge server will be different too.U ij is utility can be obtained if application i offloaded is to server j, which can be expressed by formula (7) . When E local (i) ≤ E offload (i, j), we will get a negative u ij , u ij ≤0, which indicates offloading application i to server j is not a profitable solution.
x ij is the indication of whether to offload the application i to the server j. The value of x ij can only be 0 or 1 since here we already set all offloaded applications are inseparable. As shown in Formula (8) , the total utility U of offloading is equal to the sum of offloading utility of all applications.
Each edge node has a limited amount of resources for computing and memory data caching. It is necessary to ensure that the amount of resources allocated to all offloaded applications will not greater than the amount of remaining resources of the server these offloading residents. The memory requirement of the application i is M i . The remaining resource of the service j is RM j . The slice of computing resources required for the application i to be offloaded on the j server is N ij . Server's remaining slice of computing resources is RN j . To fulfill the limitations above, it must ensure that i∈I, x ij M i ≤RM j and i∈I, x ij N ij ≤RN j . And N ij can be derived from equation (9) .
V ij represents the computing power required to offload application i into server j. T limit (i) represents the finish time limit of application i. T transmit (i, j) represents the data transmission time between application i and target offloading server j. W compute (i) represents the calculation workload of application i. V total (j) represents the total amount of computing resources of server j. N total (j) represents the total slices of computing resources of server j.
In summary, the model of multiple applications offloading by multiple edge servers can be described above. Formula (10) represents the optimization objective, i.e. Maximizing the entire offloading utility of all to-be-offloaded applications. Formula (11) represents that to-be-offloaded application is indivisible, either be offloaded completely or run locally. Formula (12) represents the limits that the to-beoffloaded application can only be offloaded to one specific edge node. Formula (13) is a computational resource constraint, which means the total slices of computing resource allocated by the server for offloading cannot be greater than the remaining computing slices. Formula (14) is memory constraint, which means the total memory allocated by the server for offloading should not be greater than the remaining memory volume.
Each edge server can be considered as a knapsack with distinct computing resources and memory; each application can be considered as an item with two weights. We can model this problem as an MMKP (multiple dimensional knapsack problem). In this problem, if all edge servers have sufficient memory resources, the problem will be transformed into MKP (multiple knapsack problem). MKP is the reduction from MMKP and MKP is NPC(NP-Complete) problem, so we can conclude the problem of multiple application offloading on multiple edge servers is also an NPC problem, which cannot get an optimal solution in polynomial time.
C. MMKP SOLUTION FOR AUTONOMOUS DRIVING
In the above section, we construct a model for multiple applications multiple edge servers scheduling, which has been proved as MMKP. MMKP is essentially a combination of MDKP (multi-dimensional knapsack problem) and MKP (multiple knapsack problem), and it is also an NPC problem that no optimal solution in polynomial time [11] .
In the scenario of autonomous driving, the finish time of application offloading is relatively strict. Even though the branch-and-bound method can find the global optimal solution, but its problem solving is too slow [12] . When the number of offloaded tasks reaches 30, the branch-and-bound method needs more than 100 seconds to solver. Existing heuristic algorithms cannot guarantee a feasible solution time for this problem as well. If the solution of MMKP takes too much time, offloaded applications will complete overtime and it is unacceptable especially for autonomous driving applications. Here, we propose a Greedy Algorithm (GA). Utility in formula (8) is used as the greedy selection target, and the global maximum utility value is selected at each step to try to allocate. GA cannot ensure the global optimal solution, but it ensures the solution search will finish in time and the quality of offloading service will not be affected. GA is designed as follows: 
VII. IMPLEMENTATION ON DOCKER
We have implemented a simple version of the proposed offloading framework by Python. In our design, we use Docker as a container engine. It uses a predefined Docker file to construct a Docker image. The way to make different resource isolation listed in Table 1 . We use -memory parameter to limit the memory usage of containers. For CPU shares, one way is to use -cpus parameters to limit the maximum number of CPU that can be used by the container. It represents the CPU usage per unit time. The other is using -cpu-shares parameter to limit the CPU time ratio that container processes can access. For GPU shares, we use nvidia-docker to specify how many GPU block will be dispatched for a container.
In our implementation, the server builds kinds of Docker images and creates a certain number of Pre-Run containers. Each Pre-Run container is mounted in different directories for the purpose of data isolation. With such implementation, a more isolated envieroment can be created and will be more adopted for the offloading services dedicated for autonomous driving applications.
The server provides an HTTP interface to receive service offloading requests and return corresponding results. The server chooses a Pre-Run container by application category then reconfigures its CPU and memory quantum withdocker-update. All required execution data are stored in container mount directory, and -docker-exec is called to perform the actual calculation, and the result is sent back when the calculation is completed.
VIII. EXPERIMENTS A. FEASIBILITY OF OFFLOADING FRAMEWORK
In this subsection, we will discuss the feasibility of the offloading framework in terms of data transmission, container initialization and workload computing. Their sum-up must be less than the finish time limit of offloaded application. The details of edge servers we used are listed in Table 3 .
1) DATA TRANSMISSION
With the development of 5G technology, the data transmission rate will reach more than 10Gbps in the future. Thus, network delay can be limited in 1ms and data transmission of MB data will only take a few milliseconds or less [13] .
Since we are using containers as offloading runtime, there already packed a large volume of code/setup data in image and data transmitted will be further reduced. Network delay is no longer the bottleneck for computing offloading. 
2) COMPUTING
To prove the feasibility of using Docker container, we compare the performance of tool Sysbench executed in Docker container mode and physical machine mode. Sysbench is a cross-platform multi-threaded benchmark testing tool. It can test the computing power of servers under different workloads and different thread numbers. As shown in Figure 8 , comparisons are made when 8 threads are used, and the results data is an average of 500 times run. It can be seen that containers can provide computing power very close to that of physical machines. The overhead container introduced is tolerable for offloading.
Here, we also give the execution time data, one by using the cpu-shares parameter and the other using cpus parameter. Three offloaded applications are with the workload of 50, 100 and 200. We recorded the longest running time of each application in 20 repeated experiments for both restriction modes, as shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that all the applications can return within 60ms and both cpu slices methods can effectively guarantee the execution speed of offloaded application. However, using the cpu-shares parameter makes a shorter finish time due to its flexibility.
3) CONTAINER INITIALIZATION
In order to reduce the delay of container initialization, the Container Manager Pre-Runs some containers with very few resources and simply adjust its resources quote when requests arrive.
Here, we compared Pre-Run strategy with Full-load strategies. Full load is to create and start a new Docker container from images each time requests arrive. In our test, the Fullload strategy takes an average of 1.2 seconds to initialize a container. It is far more exceeds the finish time limit of most autonomous driving applications. Pre-Run strategy only takes about 10 ms to initialize the container. Table 5 shows the CPU and memory usage as the number of Pre-Run containers increases. It can be seen that a single Pre-Run container occupies very little resources. When the number of Pre-Run containers reaches 1000, the CPU occupancy is still less than 1%, the memory occupancy exceeds 1.4G. Maintaining hundreds of Pre-Run containers is not too stressful for the server.
B. EFFICIENCY OF OFFLOADING FRAMEWORK
We have already implemented a simple version Offloading framework by Python. In this section, we test its offloading efficiency by using three common applications in autonomous drivings: data encryption, path planning and object recognition. Data encryption is implemented by AES, which is an encryption standard widely used in the world [14] . Path planning is implemented by A-star algorithm, which is a heuristic path planning algorithm with fast solving speed [15] . Object Recognition is implemented by YOLOv3 [16] and it uses COCO, an image data set provided by Microsoft team [17] .
In our implementation, the server builds corresponding Docker images and creates Pre-Run containers for the above three applications. Each Pre-Run container is mounted in different directories for the purpose of data isolation. The server provides an HTTP interface to receive service offloading requests and return corresponding results. Another machine in LAN is used as a client to send offloading requests to the server. The transmission rate between client and server is about 100 Mbps. Through 50 groups of repeated experiments, the average offloading time is shown in table 5. The data transmission time includes delay for data upload and download, and the calculation time includes the container initialization time and actual calculation time.
For data encryption and path planning, its offloading efficiency is very high. It can complete calculation and return results in 100ms. This response time is short enough to meet the efficiency requirements of computing offloading in autonomous driving. But in object recognition, the offloading is inefficient. That because the computing unit in the server is not powerful enough to run matrix and convolution operations. If we can well tune the hardware setup in the server, Yolov3 can be completed in about 20 ms if GPU introduced [16] .
C. OFFLOADING SCHEDULE FOR MULTIPLE EDGE NODE
Here, we use First Come First Server (FCFS) and Random Algorithms (RA) to compare with the Greedy Algorithms (GA). We also use branch and bound (B&B) method [12] to find out the optimal solution in some combination. Some missing of B&B data is due to the long time for solution search in some large-scale scenarios and not suitable for performance comparison.
At present, there is no data set for autonomous driving computing offloading. Therefore, under the background of 5G transmission, we manually generate data for comparison and the rules for data generation are shown in Table 6 . Utility and computing resource requirements of applications allocated to multiple edge servers are calculated based on randomly generated data. Figure 9 shows the total energy saving made by three scheduling strategies when there deployed 4, 8, 16 and 32 edge servers. In order to ensure the stability of those results, 200 experiments were repeated and average data for each combination are obtained. Shown in Figure 8 , it can be seen that when the number of offloading requests is relatively small, GA is similar to the FCFS in performance, very close to the optimal results B&B gives. This is because when there is ample resource each request can be offloaded to its most ideal edge server with a great chance. However, as the number of offloading requests increases and the resources of edge servers reduces, GA still can make better scheduling decisions due to its consideration of greediness. FCFS and RA underperform for its blindness. Figure 10 shows the curve of solution time as the number of offloading requests increases. 200 experiments were carried out on different combinations of the number of applications and edge servers. The maximum finish time of 200 experiments was selected for display. When the scale of the problem is medium, such as 32 applications and 20 edge servers, GA can return results within 1ms or millisecond level. But when the scale of the problem is too large, such as 40 applications and 128 edge servers, the solution time is close to 10 ms. 10 ms scheduling delay indeed can give a neglect-able impact on offloading. When the number of edge servers and offloading requests are extremely large, GA is no more an option for offloading.
IX. RELATED WORK
Autonomous driving research is still in its infancy. There exist only a few works on discussing how AVs cooperate with Edge nodes.
OpenVDAP [18] . is a real-world edge computing system that is a full-stack edge-based platform including vehicle computing unit, an isolation-supported and security & privacy-preserved vehicle operation system, an edge-aware application library, as well as task offloading and scheduling strategy. Reference [19] proposed an infrastructure-based vehicle control system that shares internal states between edge and cloud servers, dynamically allocates computational resources and switches necessary computation on collected sensors according to network conditions in order to achieve safe driving. Reference [20] proposed a two-level edge computing architecture for automated driving services in order to make full use of the intelligence at the wireless edge for coordinated content delivery.
Edge Computing moves the focus from heavy-weight data center clouds to more lightweight virtualized resources, distributed to bring services to the users. Researchers have identified lightweight virtualization and deploy container technology to meet the needs. A container is essentially a packaged self-contained, ready-to-deploy set of parts of applications, that might be in the form of binaries and libraries to run the applications [21] . Container tools like Docker are frameworks built around container engines [22] . Docker has started to develop its own orchestration solution and Kubernetes [23] is another relevant project, but a more comprehensive solution that would address the orchestration of complex application stacks.
Code and computation offloading techniques formulated for cloud technologies are now commonly introduced in edge computing paradigms [24] . CloneCloud [25] and ThinkAir [26] are two examples application and system virtualizationbased code offloading frameworks. Researchers [27] also proposed an architecture-aware compiled code offloading framework by offloading native code. However, such framework is only used for smartphone applications. It made use of LLVM compiler to generate intermediate code to support kinds of mobile applications running on heterogeneous mobile and sever ends. All offloading are compiled by LLVM back-end compilers into intermediate code binaries for different native hardware at runtime. Researchers [28] present another framework for pre-compiled vector instruction translation and offloading in heterogeneous computing architectures. It can get the chance of avoid the execution overhead of compiled code offloading. It maps and translates ARM vector intrinsic to x86 vector intrinsic such that an application programmed for ARM architecture can be executed on the x86 architecture without any modification. Such mapping leads to considerate execution efficiency.
We can witness the progress of autonomous driving, edge computing and computing offloading in their own fields. We also can validate the truth that applications on autonomous driving vehicles need a isolated meanwhile secured environment for real-time workload offloading. Edge computing shows up as the best solutions. That is the reason why we look at the insides of container-based offloading by edge for autonomous driving. That is also the big difference we can tell from those previous works.
X. CONCLUSION
In order to meet the requirements of efficiency, security and privacy of autonomous driving., A container-based edge offloading framework is proposed in this paper. Using this framework, AVs can offload applications to edge serves with high isolation and without performance harms. The Edge Offloading Middleware uses a container Pre-Run strategy for fast container bootup and dynamic resource management in category of memory and computing source. Offloading Scheduler describes the multiple applications multiple edge nodes schedule as an MMKP problem and proposed a greedy algorithm for polynomial-time solution search. Experiments show that the proposed offloading framework can support millisecond-level computing offloading while guaranteeing the safety and privacy of AVs. The greedy-based strategy has less scheduling overhead and can effectively increase the total utility of edge servers.
